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Q: Should we engineer clouds/buildings/roads so that they 
reflect more light to space to save the planet?

• E&S 7 ...evaluate effects of climate change and 
initiatives that attempt to address those effects

• E&S 8 …benefits of space exploration

• PW 4 …research and discuss a technological 
application of physics in terms of scientific, 
societal and environmental impact
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Energy from the Sun
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How do we measure 
solar (ir)radiation?

It can be measured on the ground. 

And/or

Derived from satellite data

Global Horizontal Irradiance (W/m2) is derived from 
GEO Meteosat data. 
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Setting the Scene: Looking Back https://solargis.com/maps-and-gis-data/download/IrelandNB The lux is one lumen per square metre (lm/m2), and the corresponding radiometric unit, which measures irradiance, is the watt per square metre (W/m2). There is no single conversion factor between lux and W/m2; there is a different conversion factor for every wavelength, and it is not possible to make a conversion unless one knows the spectral composition of the light.



How can students interact with solar radiation data?

C3SEduDemo: 
https://c3s-edu.wemcouncil.org/
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Using C3SEduDemo



Explore the C3SEduDemo

• We will explore this through the 
GOLABZ/GRAASP system

• Log into this link 
https://graasp.eu/s/zm8guz 

with your choice of nickname
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Solar Radiation from 
C3SEduDemo

Task: Explore solar radiation data
How does it vary from southern 
Europe to northern Europe?

- Does it matter if you look at the 
annual solar radiation or if you 
choose a season/particular month?

Note on terms: C3SEduDemo uses 
the term Solar Radiation measured 
in W/m2

What other questions could 
students ask from this data 
set?



Energy from the Sun



Planet with no atmosphere:



Now let’s add an atmosphere with 
greenhouse gases:



Heat absorbed by the greenhouse gases heat up the atmosphere 
and surface until radiation out  balances radiation in



Option to explore how  
radiation out   
balances  
radiation in 
for planets with
Build a Planet applet 
from
http://www.kcvs.ca/
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Try to create a planet like Earth 
(use the settings from the top 
menu, distance = 1AU, albedo = 
0.36 and global temp 14). 

Increase the greenhouse effect 
up to 0.4 - What happens to the 
energy balance? 
What then happens if you keep 
increasing the greenhouse 
effect? 
What happens to the energy 
balance if you increase the 
albedo?
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Could 
Geoengineering 
Counteract 
Climate Change?
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Solar Radiation Management
If the Earth is more reflective, then less of 
the Sun’s energy will be absorbed.

Ways to make the Earth more reflective:

1. Change your clouds
a. BRIGHTER CLOUDS
b. MORE CLOUDS

2. Change your surface
a. BRIGHTER SURFACE 
(crops, buildings, oceans, roads)



Meteosat images from Met Eireann
Clouds or snow 
reflect light so 
look white

Oceans absorb 
almost all 
incoming light and 
are dark
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Measuring GHI from GEO Satellite Images

• Cloud cover per 
pixel

• Seen from 
36 000 km 
distance

• Sampled every 
15 min

Issues…
• Is it cloud or snow?
• Is it ocean or land?
• Pixels are uneven sizes
• worse when viewing 

from a satellite angle 
larger than 60°
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Measure Clouds

Cloud Protocol from 
globe.gov project

Managed by An Taisce in Ireland

GLOBE Clouds allows observers to 
make regular observations of the 
Earth’s cloud cover and compare 
them to (NASA) satellite 
observations.

Can be via mobile App or through 
browser.

Teacher online training and 
resource supports available.
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Measure sunlight 
with Phone Apps

Possible investigations
• Horizontal solar radiation over a day 

(when is it at maximum? Solar noon) –
extended investigation over a month?

• Indoor irradiance vs outdoor
• Horizontal versus tilted surface 

radiation level (solar panels)
• Diffuse vs direct (model the effect of 

clouds)

Lux meters (Lux Light Meter 
Free from Doggo Apps)

For Iphone:  Pyranometer 
App from Hukseflux
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Summary tools

C3S Edu Demo – online with 
supports
GRAASP /GO LABZ  system
Phone based apps to measure 
clouds or sunlight

Use the chat or raise your hand to speak to share your 
thoughts on how you might use these resources with 
your students.





How do we describe the energy coming from the Sun?

Solar radiation is the amount of energy the Earth’s surface receives from 
the Sun. 

Irradiance is the amount of light energy from one thing hitting a square 
meter of another each second (ie Power per square meter)

The power of the Sun at the Earth, per square meter at the top of the 
atmosphere is called the solar constant and is approximately 1370 W/m2.

The power that reaches the surface is called the Global Horizontal 
Irradiance - it varies with season and with latitude.
If the Sun is directly overhead on a cloudless day it is about 1000 W/m2.

The amount of energy received will depend on time – this is the Global 
Horizontal Irradiation (usually in kWh/m2)
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